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EUROPEAN INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY PARIS
Innovative Higher Education, Exclusively Made Available for students on Pedagog

The EUROPEAN INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY is ranked #65 WORLD’S
BEST BUSINESS SCHOOLS. EIU-Paris continues to be one of the MOST
AFFORDABLE BUSINESS SCHOOLS of the 21st Century, and beyond.
Additionally, 5 STAR rating in teaching and learning by QS Intelligence QS
Top MBA QS Quacquarelli Symonds Unit. EIU-Paris stands tall for its
glorifying success

A vocational doctoral certificate programme provides career-specific
advancement opportunities to executives and professionals who often
perceive academic doctorate studies as something out-of-reach and
beyond their intellectual capacity. It allows them to pursue such high-level
scholarly activities by leveraging on their existing job-related expertise
and experience, hence removing the fear of dropping out without
successful completion. Needless to say, a vocational doctoral certificate
programme is both cost-effective as well as time-saving. Since research for
vocational doctorate programme is situated within the context of the adult
student’s own job role and functions, it is no surprise that the level of
motivation throughout the study duration is optimal.
In keeping with the spirit of EIU to innovate new paradigms in personal
and professional development, and for the first time ever in the history of
mankind, we are proud to launch our unique vocational doctorate degree
programmes.
At EIU, working adults who wish to upgrade and certify themselves to the
highest level of professional excellence are able to do so through our
revolutionary research-based PROFESSIONAL DOCTORAL CERTIFICATE
programme in a wide range of specialization areas
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PDC submission requirements
Candidates may submit documentation / portfolio to substantiate their expertise and
experience in a specific field of specialization. Examples of things that could be
included in candidates’ portfolios for our evaluation could be as follows (this is not an
exhaustive list):
Examples of Materials acceptable for Portfolio Submission (requires collection of
evidence that documents and authenticates processes and outputs)
* Project reports
* Published books/chapters/articles/manuscripts
* Project materials
* Patents
* Software programs
* Surveys
* Maps
* Multimedia packages
* Feedback from project sponsors
* Design materials
* Conference papers
* CD/DVD/video/film presentations
* Exhibitions/productions
Examples of Materials acceptable for Publication Submission
* Refereed articles or papers in journals
* Conference proceedings
* Monographs
* Books
* Chapters in books
Submit portfolio of evidences along with the application form (electronically filled) and
attach all relevant documents
Soft copy within 7 days
Hard copy - within 14 days
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Sample Certificate

Scholarship & grants are individually offered on
merit only by Pedagog Foundation
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